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Abstract- To understand the four Giants of English Literature is not easy  as it involves in-depth and detailed insight into 
their work making the entire exercise a complex phenomenon. All four were simple and sensitive individuals who wrote 
without fear or favor. We need to use both our  head and heart judiciously to have a better understanding  of  the great works 
of William Shakespeare, John Milton, William Words Worth and TS Elliot. Shakespeare’s  understanding of human nature 
is reflected in his eloquent speeches. Milton’s courage of tackling Politics religion by the complex power of language is 
admirable .Wordsworth’s passionate love of nature and concern for human freedom and Eliot’s daring innovation and 
enduring search for peace, amidst chaos of modern life make them endearing to their readers . It is not difficult to feel their 
presence in their writings with their distinct style, vision and treatment of language. They attained greatness because they 
changed world for better with their masterpieces. These mortal men immortalized  themselves with their  genius  and entered  
the hall  of   literary fame with panache. They are gone but their work will continue to impact  the destiny of mankind. They 
do not belong to any country or age, but to humanity at  large. Their writings connect them with men and women young and 
old rich and poor alike.  
 

Index Item- Joy of reading, Poetic genius,  Managing contradiction, Immortal Work , Romantic Triumph. 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Reading and writing made the modern civilized man 
.Though he could  express himself in a variety of 
ways music, dance, art or painting. However 
documentation of ideas was not possible due to 
development of language paucity of material 
available. At that time  knowledge was passed down 
from generation to generation  by a simple method of 
hearing remembering and memorizing. Discovery of 
paper simplified the process of  documentation and 
preservation of knowledge. Literary activities got a 
big boost due to the discovery of paper. People 
started penning down their thoughts deliberately and 
meticulously creating a variety of different literary 
forms like Poetry, Drama, Prose and Fiction. During 
the ancient period, the Greek and Roman writers laid 
a solid foundation  for English Literature to flourish. 
Feudal period or dark ages saw a considerable 
setback in literary activities. Modern English 
literature was born around the 13th century. With 
Renaissance on the horizon, Henry Chaucer, father of 
English Literature wrote’ The Canterbury Tales’. 
Quite a few  followed on his footsteps, openly 
challenging the established order. The Church which 
was  marred by corruption, was attacked from all 
sides leading to reformation of the  English Church. 
Many English writers became champions of personal 
liberty thus rendering voice to common man. English 
Revolution of 1644 changed the political face of the 
United Kingdom. English sneezed, Europe caught 
cold. French followed with a bloody revolution to 
overthrow their monarch.  
Freedom of speech is  essential for an author to 
express his feelings without fear or favor. Liberty 
leads to clarity of ideas, vision and values that an 
individual stands for. Great writers are never 

inhibited by the limited encouragement or facilities 
offered to them , however the limited environment is 
always a greater impediment for their creative genius 
to flourish. A Master writer is able to put the content 
in perspective, connect the dots and weave the plot in 
a captivating way. Their stories defy time and age and 
their characters have enormous universal reach. An 
author must appeal to the reader, without the former 
submitting for an appeal .The final judge is always 
the reader. As a student of English Literature , I had 
the good fortune of reading  a spectrum painted 
across the canvass spread over the centuries. A good 
writer entertains but a genius compels the reader to 
live the experience. I travelled with Dante, cried with 
Tess of  D’urvilles ,danced with the Daffodils and 
laughed aloud  as I read ‘The rape of the lock’. I  
liked so many ,loved quite a few but at the end of it I 
had four clear Heroes- William Shakespeare, John 
Milton, William Words worth and Thomas Stearns 
Elliot. 
 
II. WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE 
 
William Shakespeare was a complete author. This 
Bard of Avon was a contemporary of queen Elizabeth 
. His greatest achievement was that he could break 
free from the established literary convention without 
appearing to be a rebel. He adopted traditional style 
to his own purpose thus creating a more natural flow 
of words. He used History , Romance , Tragedy and 
Comedy into a fine plot with his extraordinary 
imaginative  skills . It was as easy to relate to his 
works at that time as can be done today. His 
characters represent universal human temperament 
which makes the poet timeless. People loved him as 
much in the sixteenth century as they do today. 
Shakespeare may have been English but he belongs to 
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the entire mankind for providing them joy, 
entertainment and lessons of life. 
Shakespeare never lived in a perfect world, none of 
us do,  hence he had no problems in creating 
characters who were as true to life then as they are 
now What evolved was a mix of evil, good ,bad, lazy, 
corrupt, upright, dedicated, caring or nasty. He was a 
practical man who knew that good does not 
necessarily always  win in the end .Many a time good 
ends in a tragedy and evil survives .  Hamlet, his most 
celebrated tragic hero of the novel by the same name 
contemplates suicide when he says “ To be or not to 
be”. In normal course one does expect cowardice 
from a hero. The wisdom flows from the following 
lines in the same tragedy. “There is nothing either 
good or bad but thinking makes it so.” 
He further states in Hamlet,“ Neither a borrower  or 
lender be  , For loan often loses itself and friend”. 
The pearls of wisdom are given by  Polonius when he 
says , “This above all to thine own self be true and it 
shall follow as the night the day”. Shakespeare saw 
infinite possibilities in man in the following quote, “ 
What a piece of work is man  ! how noble in reason 
how infinite in faculty.” Shakespeare describes 
hypocrisy best in man his celebrated character 
Macbeth states “ There is dagger in men’s smiles.” 
His emphasis on action rather than intent comes out 
clear when in the same play he says, “ What is done 
is done.”Shakespeare forwards a word of caution to 
human beings in king Lear,“ Mend your speech a 
little or it mars  your fortunes.” 
“Love is not love. When it is mingled with regards 
that are aloof from entire point”. Shakespeare’s 
description of love and passion is  the most intense in 
Antony and Cleopatra.“ Let Rome in Tiber melt , and 
wide arch of the ranged empire fall ! Here is my 
space.”The glory of Shakespeare lives in the fact that 
he wrote master pieces without compromising on the 
genius of his characters. Their inadequacies are for 
everyone to see. The Oscillating hero of  Hamlet 
,riveting story of murder and betrayal in Macbeth. 
Conspiracy in Julias Ceaser,  reconciliation and 
forgiveness of the Tempest, Boundless evil  love of 
king Lear ,innocence of Romeo and Juliet and 
passion of Antony and Cleopatra. Every shade of life 
is present in his work .Shakespeare could understand 
nature the essence of human nature so minutely that 
even today we can easily identify his characters not 
limited to our area of influence but around the world. 
I cannot help but love him, like millions of mortals 
before me and many that will follow me. His 
characters  are  foolish one minute wise the other, 
Conspirators and  friends, Romantic and lustful, 
Greedy and content, some practical an some 
dreamers, few brave and some cowardly, He is never 
didactic or preachy. He leaves the ultimate choice 
with the reader. His standard form of writing was 
blank verse composed iambic pentameter. He 
represents a complete range of human experience. His 
most complex characters in spite of negative 

dimension command respect of the readers, be it 
indecisive Hamlet, Murderous Macbeth, Suspicious 
Othello, or hasty Cleopatra. At the end of every play I 
felt, who knows, under the given circumstances I may 
have acted or reacted the same as did his characters. 
It is this feeling  which connects the readers  with 
Shakespeare makes him immortal .He leaves you 
with this insatiable hunger to read more of his works 
which assures his place in the hall of fame.  
 
III. JOHN MILTON 
 
The growth of Puritanism as moral and social force 
had a profound impact on tone and tenor  of English 
life in the age of Milton. Puritans had very strict view 
concerning life and conduct of people. Their keen 
sense of the supremacy of God as the ruler of rulers 
and of the prerogatives of individual’s conscience 
made the Puritans intolerant of earthly tyranny in any 
form. The triumph of Cromwell pushed their belief 
further. The spirit was good but difficult to practice. 
Sadly the integrity and uprightness silently gravitated 
towards fanaticism and moroseness. In this age, 
Milton stood like a shining star as he managed the 
contradiction of his age with his poetic genius. By  
the  time he wrote The Paradise lost he was 
completely blind. All his life he remained a champion 
of full and complete liberty of human beings. He 
supported common wealth with a belief that it would 
bring  freedom from dogmas and obsolete  practices, 
which was challenged by vested interests who were 
resisting change. Church was opposed to any change 
which would lower its prestige in the society. He 
believed that  human Faith. human Conscience were 
the most powerful tools  in interpreting the word of 
God. Paradise lost represents number of Christian 
view points, the union of old and New Testament and 
the importance of Christ’s love for man’s salvation. It 
is a simple story which engages man to become 
higher level of spritualityl. The beauty of Paradise 
Lost lies in reading and re reading the poem. First 
reading is a bit plain and does not stir too much of 
emotion. The churning starts with the second reading. 
Third reading creates an electrifying environment 
around the reader and  by  fourth reading there is 70 
mm movie with all its magnificence unfolding in 
front of the reader’s  eyes. That is the true genius of 
John Milton. “Of mans first disobedience and fruit of 
that forbidden tree.”These lines talk about the mistake 
of Adam and Eve which drives them out of the 
paradise. ‘Till one great man restore us and regain the 
blissful seat’ In the beginning of the Epic Milton says 
that mistakes can be made by all us but repentance is 
the way out of it . It helps us to connect back to our 
God and regain what we lost after committing a folly. 
Milton says ‘What is dark in me illumine, what is low 
raise and support I may assert Eternal Providence and 
justify the ways of God to men.’ These lines amply 
highlight the eternal faith that Milton had in God 
Almighty. The most glorious hour of Milton as a poet 
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is reached when  Satan speaks  the following lines 
“What though the field be lost. All is not lost, the 
unconquerable will and study of revenge, immortal 
hate and courage never submit or yield.” The real loss 
of a man is when one loses heart and spirit .Till then  
there will always be some window of opportunity , to 
fight back and win.“The mind is its own place, and in 
itself, can make a Heaven of Hell, a Hell of 
heaven.”Everything is in our mind. If we believe 
everything lost, it is. If a man believes, that a lost 
battle can be won it undoubtedly will be won. It is the 
human mind which makes or breaks a spirit. 
I have just made him right sufficient to have stood 
though free to fall. God has made all us good both in 
body and spirit. It is up to us make a conscious choice 
of right or wrong. “Better to reign in Hell than to 
serve in Heaven. Defiant Satan is happy to be ruling  
in Hell  than serving in Heaven. This portrayal, larger 
than life image of Satan’s character, at some point, 
almost  make him appears like a Hero. The reader is 
stunned by his personality, rebellion, heroism and 
defiance. I had actually fallen in love with Satan. But 
that was the aim of Milton to teach us that all that 
glitters is not gold. One may try to overshadow the 
truth with defiance bravery, pretence or arch lights 
but the truth with stands it all. No matter how 
important ones cause is but means might justify the 
end. 
In book eight Milton says, “ Accuse not nature, she 
hath done her part do thou but thine “.In book two 
Milton says “Long is the way and hard, that out of 
hell leads up to light the path of righteousness is 
fraught with difficulties but that is the way to go. “ 
Thus wrote Milton his master piece in the backdrop 
of English revolution of 1644 where English  showed 
extra ordinary courage in punishing their king. Poet 
William Blake believed that Milton was actually 
Devil’s party without knowing it. Something I do not 
agree with  because Milton was too pious to be on the 
Devil’s side but as a poet he was willing to give the 
Devils his due .He wrote Paradise Lost in blank 
verse. 
 
IV. WILLIAM WORDS WORTH 
 
The age of Words Worth was the age of Revolution 
which culminated in the Romantic triumph. Words 
Worth was hopelessly in love with nature but that did 
not reduce his concern for man. He was profound 
thinker who romanced nature with an eye for detail. 
Nature to him was the reflection of Divine spirit a 
source of great joy, and peace. In his poem,  “The 
Daffodils” he says he was wondering lonely as a 
cloud till he chanced upon a patch of golden 
Daffodils which were fluttering and dancing in the 
breeze. He feels the eternal bliss in the company of 
the Daffodils. Wordsworth confesses that he requires 
nature to up lift his spirits from the lows of life. He 
feels a sense of helplessness in him, about man being 
excessively absorbed in material things and caring 

little about the forces of nature which has bestowed  
so much upon him. In the poem , ‘ Evening on Calais 
Beach’ he seeks God in nature and within one self 
instead of temple or shrine. Words Worth found 
nature both wonderful and awesome. He looked for 
solace in every single phenomenon of nature be it 
flowers, hills, sea, moon, trees, sky, seasons sky 
water and earth..  
In the “Solitary Reaper” he sings praises of a young 
innocent maiden who in his words sings better than a 
nightingale. Whenever I read this poem , I am able to 
experience  her song echo in my mind. Wordsworth 
had the ability to instill life in his poems. He 
portrayed different forms of nature as communicable, 
reachable, admirable and lovable. His favorite 
picturesque Lake district can actually be visualized 
by the reader thriving under the natures blessings .He 
was an ardent admirer of the French revolution. In 
1791 in France he wrote‘, Bliss was it in that dawn to 
be alive ,but to be young was very heaven.’ But when 
the revolution failed to produce the desired results he 
is in utter despair because being a sensitive individual 
he was shattered by pain of humanity at large. He was 
deeply affected by the fact all sacrifice made by the 
French people to attain democracy failed to achieve 
the result everyone had hoped for because monarchy 
was restored in France followed by dictatorship of 
Napolean. He was devastated to realize that the 
bloody French revolution had failed uphold the order 
of Equality, Liberty and Fraternity. 
In his poem “ Tintern  Abbey”  which opens with the 
declaration that five years have passed since he 
visited  the ‘Tintern Abbey’ and encounters  its 
tranquil  rustic scenery and heard murmuring  waters 
of the river. He laments the fact that as a young boy 
he was very close to nature but drifted away  as an 
adult. His eternal love for nature made him believe, 
that ‘Nature never did betray, the heart that loved 
her.’ William Words Worth’s poems are culmination  
of love of liberty, humanity, intense imagination with 
near perfect devotion to Nature. Wordsworth felt man 
could survive with nature not not without it. One 
wonders how would he have reacted in present day 
situation when excessive carbon emissions put life on 
earth in jeopardy. Instead of looking for sincere 
solutions we are busy arguing which country is 
spewing more emissions into the fragile atmosphere 
of the earth .We must remember always that nature 
does not need us but we certainly do. Wordsworth 
prefers  unostentatious ascetic style of writing. He 
imagery is more visual and he desired a lot from his 
reader to comprehend his philosophy.  
 
V. THOMAS STEARNS ELLIOT 
 
Elliot was a daring innovator of 20th century. He was 
a Harvard graduate who went on to win the Noble 
prize for Literature.  He wrote at a time when the two 
great wars shook the collective conscience of the 
world. There was a massive churning in the society 
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and the moral dilemma only increased amidst chaos. 
As a child he had to struggle with a severe physical 
problem pertaining to his intestines which compelled 
him to be closer to books. He developed a penchant 
for writing . Growing up in New England at St Louis 
in the United States had a big impact him. In his own 
words and I quote “ It is self evident that St Louis 
affected me more deeply than any other environment 
has ever done.’ He adds further, ‘ i felt that there is 
something in having passed ones childhood  beside 
the big river, which is in communicable to those 
people who have not.’   Among the modern poets 
Ezra Pound had a deep impact on him. His  two 
poems ‘The love song  of J. Alfred Prufrock and the 
‘The Wasteland’ reflects the crisis ridden  modern 
society where people understand the grey areas but 
walk them in the garb  of confusion all around. 
  
“Let us go you and I  
When the evening is spread out against the sky 
 Like a patient etherized upon table.” 
The poem makes references to Bible, Hamlet Henry 
the IVth and Dante. Prufrock laments his physical and 
mental inertia, lost opportunities and lack of spiritual 
progress. Sexual frustration and moral decay and 
lurking awareness of mortality makes the poem 
almost compelling to read. The use of the stream of 
consciousness technique makes it extremely difficult 
to interpret it literally or even symbolically. The 
evening sky like a etherized patient on the table is 
indicative of general spiritual sickness prevalent in a 
society which is increasing leaning towards material 
aspiration with scant regard for human values. The 
entire narrative or walk down with Prufrock in the 
dirty, foggy streets of London is an emotional 
experience. The industrial revolution created a huge 
Economic imbalance in the society between those 
who  have and those that have not. The two wars 
made the matters worse by increasing the human 
suffering and pain manifold. 
 
‘Of restless nights in one night cheap hotels and 
sawdust restaurants 
With oyster shells. Streets  that follow like a tedious 
argument.’ These lines point towards the restlessness 
in the society with no peace of mind in the room that 
women come and go, talking of Michelangelo. 
Hamlet, Mermaid , Lazarus are pointers to the classic 
elements in the poem. ‘The Wasteland’ gravitates 
between Satire and Prophecy . There are several 
metaphors references and allusions in the poem. It is 
a dramatic monologue but some other times it is a 
dialogue too. It is a disjointed structure with influence 
of Homer, Sophocles, Petronius Virgil, Ovid 
sprinkled   here and there.  In the first part, Eliot 
paints a rather depressing picture of the early 
twentieth century. In the burial of the death some 

kind attractiveness provided to the dead. The poem 
actually begins with the reference to wasteland or 
barren land unable to produce anything fruitful. Marie 
episode describes the rootless man of modern day. 
 The main protagonist of the poem looks at 
spirituality in a barren civilization under an intense 
microscope of modern life. The only hope of 
humanity is the God from whom the man seeks 
protection. Paradoxes in the poem make it an absolute 
pleasure to read. The hyacinth girl  forgotten by her 
lover, in spite of intense sexual emotion, points to 
shallow in human relations. It reflects our lack of 
commitment and devotion to people we love. An 
important relation like man and wife suffers from 
boredom. How productive or fruitful  life can attain 
boredom due to aimless existence . The Corpse you 
planted last year in your garden refers to old fertility. 
The game describes the sheer contrast between the 
life of rich and poor in London .The interweaving of 
classic episodes with the modern style is best attribute 
of Elliot. This poem put Elliot in a different league 
among his contemporary poets. Belladonna is 
suggestive of Madonna. Ultimately only Christ can  
redeem  man out of this depressive state.  The poem 
ends with Om Shanti, Shanti, Shanti three Indian 
words which describe the eternal peace. Yet the quest 
for peace continues. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Thus stand tall my four heroes after attaining their 
rightful place in the Hall of fame. They wrote 
honestly and truthfully presenting true picture of the 
society of their age. Their writing also reflects a sense 
fearlessness in their quest to reach the literary 
pinnacle. Their differing temperaments united them 
in purpose to attain excellence. None of them 
consciously aspired to create a legacy. But their work 
put them in a different league all together. Drama of 
Shakespeare, Stoicism of John Milton, Romance of 
Wordsworth  and Pathos of Elliot will forever inspire 
writers of the future of generation. They wrote not 
because of their compelling circumstances but for the 
love of writing. Their ingenuity lies in the fact that 
they left behind heaps of literary treasure which will 
be relished by mankind forever. They are long gone 
but their Drama, Prose and poetry reverberates in the 
society with same gusto with some of it coming alive 
everyday. We get a chance to live the truth the same 
as some did before us and many will do  after us.  
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